For Video or Image galleries, please click the corresponding hyperlinked photos below:

2022-23 Season Photos

North American Tour Poster Image

Artistic Director – Robert Battle

CLICK FOR 2023 TOUR SIZZLE REEL

ALVIN AILEY’S REVELATIONS
CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEOS

2022-23 SEASON WORLD PREMIERES

Kyle Abraham’s
Are You in Your Feelings?

Jamar Roberts’
In a Sentimental Mood

NEW PRODUCTION

Alvin Ailey's Survivors

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEOS
(B-Roll, Press Reel & “The Making Of” in rehearsal)
COMPANY PREMIERES

Paul Taylor’s *DUET*

Ailey’s Belén Indhira Pereyra and Patrick Coker in Paul Taylor’s *DUET*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
(B-Roll)

Twyla Tharp’s *Roy’s Joys*

Ailey’s James Gilmer and Solomon Dumas in Twyla Tharp’s *Roy’s Joys*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS

2022-2023 RETURNING FAVORITES

*Alvin Ailey’s Cry*

Ailey’s Constance Stanatiou in Alvin Ailey’s *Cry*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
(B-roll & Dancers “In Conversation”)

*Alvin Ailey’s Night Creature*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s *Night Creature*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
(B-Roll)

*Alvin Ailey’s The River*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s *The River*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
(B-Roll)

*Robert Battle’s For Four*

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Robert Battle’s *For Four*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
(B-Roll)

*Alvin Ailey’s Reflections in D*

Ailey’s Vernard Gilmore in Alvin Ailey’s *Reflections in D*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
(B-Roll)

*Robert Battle’s Unfold*

Alley’s James Gilmer and Ashley Mayeux in Robert Battle’s *Unfold*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
(B-Roll)